Portobello Chandelier
CL107
Collection Name
MAYFAIR COLLECTION
A striking oval formed ceiling light, this Portobello
chandelier is adaptable within any space and would
look striking in a bright kitchen space or on a yacht.
This beautiful contemporary chandelier is formed of 5
internal silk laminated shades and panels of
hand-carved Lucite tiles. The craftsmanship of this
piece is particularly captivating and creates a
stunning focal point

Test Certification
IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) test
certificates available - will incur a surcharge
UL (Underwriters Laboratories) test certificates
available for the USA - will incur a surcharge
Compatible with

Yacht Club

CL107-100 in hand-carved Lucite and brushed dark bronze with 5 x 4 inch tall drum
shades in 1806W/ 21 slate

Available Finishes
Metal Finishes

Polished Gold

Lucite Colours

Chrome

Brushed Dark
Bronze

Installation
Bella Figura do not supply ceiling hooks,
screws or bolts for any of our chandeliers. A
qualified fitter must assess the ceiling
structure and provide the appropriate fixings
based on the ceiling construction

Available Sizes

Clear
Hand-Carved
Lucite

Shade Silks
Over 300 Standard Silk options available
Inner Card Lining options in Cream / Gold /
Champagne/ Silver / White

One Size Only
CL107-100
Height: 28 cm (11.02")
Width: 35 cm (13.78")
Length: 100 cm (39.37")
5 x 25W
Max watt and Lamps: 25W
Net Weight: 15 kg
The dimensions of the central supporting rod and ceiling rose are not included in the height measurements
The standard rods and ceiling rose are 50cm (20") high if not otherwise specified by the customer
Please Note: Our Chandeliers are not supplied with ceiling hooks. All of our chandeliers will mount an adequate
ceiling rose, and chain/rod which will depend on the weight of the fixing. A qualified electrician must assess your
ceiling structure and advise on the right fitting.
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